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Abstract
The joint radar‐communication (JRC) system is envisioned as an emerging sixth gener-
ation (6G) technology to tackle spectral congestion and hardware limitations by jointly
implementing the communication and radar sensing on the same hardware platform and
using the common radio frequency (RF) resources. Joint radar‐communication systems
with a multi‐antenna setup leads to higher degrees of freedom, and hybrid beamforming
can be exploited to achieve lower hardware complexity than conventional fully digital
systems. This paper aims to design a spectral efficiency maximisation approach for a 6G
inclined JRC system with hybrid beamforming and multi‐antenna setup while considering
the interference between communication and radar operations and hardware impairments
in the system. The rate expressions for communication and radar operations are defined,
and the joint spectral efficiency is maximised via optimising the number of RF chains
using an efficient selection algorithm taking into account the interference of one oper-
ation to the other and system hardware distortion. The simulation results are shown to
support the effectiveness of the proposed approach, and they are compared with that of
existing fully digital and hybrid beamforming based baseline methods with fixed number
of RF chains. The proposed approach also exhibits a desirable communication‐radar
trade‐off in terms of spectral efficiency gains.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The existing sub 6 GHz frequency spectrum is expected to
become very congested in the fifth generation (5G) era due to
the increasing user demand for mobile communications. As
per the Cisco report [1], there will be over 70% mobile users of
the world population by 2023 with 13.1 billion global mobile
devices, two‐thirds of global population with internet access,
and 4 billion networked devices/connections just in Western
Europe. The Ericsson mobility report [2] forecasts a high in-
crease in mobile data traffic such as the global monthly average

usage to be 41 GB per smartphone and 51 GB in Western
Europe by 2027. Current technology advancements in the 5G
systems are in commercial use and their constant growth will
lead to 4.4 billion subscriptions with 5G services constituting
towards 83% of all subscriptions in Western Europe by 2027
[2]. This high data traffic and enhanced demands for advanced
technology lead us to seek for more available spectral resources
or sharing the ones used for other applications and systems
such as radar technology. The 5G Americas white paper [3]
suggests that achieving high data rates and long‐term spectrum
planning and harnessing are envisioned to be one of the
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fundamental technologies in the sixth generation (6G) mobile
communications. In terms of spectrum sharing, the available
radar spectrum can be made available for sharing between the
radar functionality and the wireless communication systems [4].

The integrated sensing and communication (ISAC) tech-
nology envisioned for 6G can benefit from sharing of the
spectral and hardware resources in order to communicate with
downlink users and simultaneously detect radar targets [5].
Radar systems have tremendous benefits in terms of detecting
targets, determining distance and velocity, and movement
tracking using radio waves. Incorporating communication
modelling with radar signalling provides multiple benefits in
terms of functionality and applications over these individual
systems. We can infer that the ISAC technology enhances the
range of functions for these existing systems many fold and
provides robust 6G solution to spectral congestion and hard-
ware inefficiency issues. Furthermore, ISAC systems hold
advanced aerial, vehicular, military, electronic warfare and
internet‐of‐things (IoT) applications [6, 7]. For instance, the
advanced airborne and shipborne radio frequency (RF) systems
with communication, radar and electronic warfare applications
have been developed to support jointly multiple functionalities,
such as in Ref. [8]. The continuous‐wave radar requires sig-
nificant isolation between the transmitter (TX) and the user
equipment (UE) to continuously transmit the signal and receive
the radar echo, while the pulsed radar operating in a time‐
division manner, which can be used for transmitting dual
functional waveforms. Also orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing signals can be employed for radar and commu-
nication systems in order to co‐design the radio sensing and
communication functions [9].

Beyond spectral‐coexistence systems, where a coordination
or central unit for exchanging information between radar and
communication systems is required, the joint radar‐
communication (JRC) systems integrate the complete hard-
ware platform and the transmitted signal waveform of the two
systems. That is they perform simultaneous target detection
and information communication by using the same hardware
and signal for both operations. The existing ISAC systems can
be categorised into the following [10]: (a) communication‐
centric, where radar sensing is the secondary function of a
communication system; (b) radar‐centric, where information
communication is the secondary function of a radar system;
and (c) joint systems, which are capable of tuning the perfor-
mance trade‐off between both operations.

Such JRC systems, by sharing the functionalities of radar
sensing and information communication on a single hardware,
reduce the overall power consumption, system size and in-
formation exchange latency. However, advanced signal pro-
cessing strategies are required to truly realise the benefits and
improve trade‐off scenarios. For instance, the information
embedding of radar waveform with communication signals
also demands advanced modulation approaches such as in Ref.
[11], which exploits antenna and frequency agility for enhanced
performance. For convergence towards a truly efficient JRC
design, we need to consider the impact of hardware distortion

parameters and interference originating from the two simul-
taneous operations.

As a widely researched and promising technology for the
next generation systems, high frequency millimetre wave
(mmWave) frequencies above 28–30 GHz range can be
deployed for JRC systems. MmWave spectrum modelling has
been implemented in recent beamforming techniques to realise
energy and spectral efficient communications [12, 13].
Furthermore, with few multipath components in the mmWave
band, radar echo may experience less clutter interference in
comparison to the sub‐6 GHz bands [14]. It is expected that
mmWave technology will equip favourable sensing functionality,
which may be applied to vehicular communication scenarios
[15, 16], for example, 77 GHz will be used for automative radar
in driverless cars. Note that the proposed method in this paper is
general and can be applied to different carrier frequencies such
as the sub‐6 GHz and terahertz bands. The multiple‐input
multiple‐output (MIMO) antenna setup‐based radar and
communication systems withmultiple radar and communication
users provide high degrees of freedom and can reduce large path
loss values at such high frequency bands [17–19].

The conventional digital precoding architecture, with one
RF chain and associated digital‐to‐analogue converters (DACs)
at each antenna, to implement wide bandwidths and large scale
antennas in JRC systems leads to a high hardware complexity
and cost inefficiency. Most of the existing literature such as
Ref. [18–20] implements fully digital precoding in MIMO JRC
systems. There has been recent advances in terms of lowering
the hardware complexity and designing dual functional wave-
forms for JRC by using analogue components [21]. However,
further research is required in this direction, which exploits low
hardware complexity architectures for JRC systems. Hybrid
precoding, which implements fewer RF chains than the num-
ber of transmit antennas can be a cost efficient alternative for
large scale antenna systems [22–24].

The RF chains consume considerable power, which reduces
the cost efficiency of the communication system. In order for
the hardware to perform simultaneous sensing and communi-
cation functions, it is very important to regulate the use of RF
chains in order to save power consumption. Thus for JRC sys-
tems, as the RF chain components are highly power consuming,
optimising the number of RF chains to achieve a low hardware
complexity solution is important. Such solutions have been
recently presented in order to design energy and hardware
efficient JRC systems via RF chain selection [25]. Implementing
high speed analogue‐to‐digital converters (ADCs) can further
increase the performance of JRC systems [17]; however, high
resolution sampling would considerably increase the hardware
complexity [26]. In the literature, low resolution ADCs have
been implemented with hybrid beamforming such as for effi-
cient channel estimation [27]. Regulating the high analogue‐to‐
digital converter resolution sampling requirements can lead to
a low hardware complexity and energy efficient system [28]. Ref.
[29] benefits from the low resolution ADCs in the JRC systems;
however, hardware inefficient digital precoding architecture is
considered.
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An energy efficient RF chain and DAC‐bit selection
approach is provided in Ref. [30]; however, only the equal bit
allocation and MIMO communication‐only scenario is
addressed. Ref. [31] provides an advanced approach to opti-
mise varying DAC bit resolution for such systems in order to
achieve an energy efficient and low hardware complexity so-
lution. In the context of MIMO JRC systems, the recent
literature such as in Ref. [32] suggests the use of low resolution
DACs with rate splitting multiple access for interference
mitigation; however, selecting the optimal number of RF
chains has not been addressed, which is crucial for reduction
of the power consumption. Ref. [33] discusses the use of low
resolution DACs and RF chain selection with hybrid beam-
forming; however, there are no practical hardware impairments
and impact of interference is also not considered in the JRC
system design. Due to the co‐design of radar sensing and
communication functions, imperfect hardware architectures to
address practical implementations and interference of one
operation on the other are of paramount importance in terms
of JRC system design. The low hardware complexity archi-
tectures using hybrid beamforming are also required to exhibit
high spectral efficiency for a truly efficient JRC system.

In a nutshell, the work on developing spectral efficient RF
selection approach for MIMO JRC systems with hybrid pre-
coding, taking into account interference between radar and
communication operations and hardware impairments, has not
been addressed in the literature. We formulate a spectral effi-
ciency maximisation problem, where the effect of the inter-
ference on both the radar and communications performance
are considered when hardware impairment errors are also
introduced. The optimisation problems consider communica-
tion and radar‐specific constraints to achieve best possible
performance in terms of both sensing and communication
operations. An RF chain selection procedure for the hybrid
beamforming‐based MIMO JRC system is proposed, which
activates or deactivates the number of RF chains based on the
optimal solution to the difficult rate maximisation problem.

The main contributions of this paper can be listed as
follows:

� This paper introduces an interference‐oriented and practical
hardware impairment‐based spectral efficiency max-
imisation problem for the joint radar and communication
functions taking into account the radar mutual information
and the communication rate. The impact of hardware
impairment error and interference of one operation to the
other are taken into account.

� We develop a selection procedure for JRC systems to
optimise the number of RF chains by activating only the
required number of RF chains. The RF selection procedure
maximises the spectral efficiency for both communication
and radar operations. Furthermore, it saves hardware
complexity and can achieve an overall spectral and hardware
efficient design for JRC systems to be deployed in the 6G
communication standards.

� The effectiveness of the proposed method is investigated
through extensive numerical results. These show that the

proposed method with radar interference and hardware im-
pairments achieves high spectral efficiency when compared
with the existing fully digital and hybrid beamforming
method with fixed number of RF chains. A favourable
communication and radar trade‐off in terms of spectral ef-
ficiency gains via proposed approach is also observed.

Notation and Organisation: A summary of notation used
throughout this paper has been listed in Table 1. In terms of
the paper organisation, Section 2 presents the system model
including communication and radar models, which define the
communication channel, and the dual functional signal with
hardware impairments and interference terms. Sections 3
presents the problem formulation for the RF chain selection,
and the solution to obtain a spectrally efficient hybrid
precoding‐based JRC system. Section 4 verifies the effective-
ness of the proposed technique through numerical results.
Section 5 concludes the outcomes of the proposed work in this
paper.

2 | SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a MIMO JRC system with NT antennas at the TX
communicating with NR antennas at the UE. The number of
targets for the radar sensing operation are denoted as Np. We
consider a hybrid beamforming architecture for the MIMO
JRC system, so there are fewer available RF chains, LT, than

TABLE 1 Summary of notation

Notation Term

A Matrix variable

a Vector variable

a Scalar variable

AT Matrix transpose of A

AH Complex conjugate transpose of A

‖A‖F Frobenius norm of A

‖a‖2 L2 norm of the vector a

tr(A) Trace of matrix A

|A| Determinant of matrix A

[A]i,j Matrix element at the i‐th row and j‐th column

ai The i‐th element of vector a

IN N � N identity matrix

IN�K Column concatenated matrix [IN 0N�K]

� Scalar multiplication

E Expectation operator

CX�Y Set of X � Y size matrix with complex entries

RX�Y Set of X � Y size matrix with real entries

CN ða; bÞ Complex Gaussian vector with mean a, variance b
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the number of the TX antennas, that is, 1 ≤ LT ≤ NT. The
transmit symbol signal s 2 CNR�1 satisfies the condition of
E ssH
� �

¼ INR. Note that the symbol signal comprises both the

communication and radar vector terms, that is, scom 2 C
NR
2 �1

and srad 2 C
NR
2 �1 referring to the communication and radar

operations, respectively, with s¼ sTcom sTrad
� �T .

Following Figure 1, the hybrid precoding implementation in
theMIMO JRC system can be observed, which shows individual
blocks representing, respectively, the communication and radar
operations. In the system model, the digital precoder matrix is
denoted by FBB, which is followed by the RF Chain and DAC
setup. The analogue precoder bFRF is implemented via a phase

shifting network, which consists of f i 2 C
NT
LT
�1
; ∀i¼ 1;…;LT

elements, with constant‐modulus entries. The hybrid precoder
decomposition Fcom

BB
bF
com
RF accounts for the digital and RF pre-

coding during communication operation, and similarly, Frad
BB
bF
rad
RF

accounts for the digital and RF precoding during radar opera-
tion. Figure 1 also shows the selection method as a framework,
which drives the selection of optimal number of RF chains when
communication and radar sensing operations are taking place in
the MIMO JRC system.

In terms of the dual function transmitted signal for hybrid
precoder, xH can be expressed as

xH ¼ bF
com
RF F

com
BB scom þ bF

rad
RFF

rad
BBsrad

þ bF
com
RF F

rad
BBsrad þ bF

rad
RFF

com
BB scom

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
interference term

; ð1Þ

where the interference term indicates the interference at the
TX from radar and communication operations to each other.
For the dual functional transmission, the corresponding
communication and radar symbol signals follows scomk k

2

¼ sradk k
2
¼ 1.

In order to communicate the information, the narrowband
modelledmmWave channelHcom 2 CNR�NT can be expressed as

Hcom ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

NTNR

Nm

s
XNm

l¼1

αlaR ϕr
l

� �
aHT ϕt

l

� �
; ð2Þ

whereNmdenotes the number ofmultipaths,αl is the gain of l‐th

path, and aT ϕt
l

� �
¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffi

NT
p 1; ej

2π
λ dsin ϕt

lð Þ;…; ej NT−1ð Þ2πλ dsin ϕt
lð Þ

h iT
is

the transmit steering vector with ϕt
l as the angle of departure,

d the antenna spacing and λ the wavelength. The beam steering
vector follows a uniform linear array setup, and the proposed
approach also be applied with antenna setups such as circular
array and rectangular array. Similarly, aR ϕr

l
� �

denotes the receive
array response vector with ϕr

l as the angle of arrival. The radar
channel is denoted as Hrad, which is unknown; however, the
channel covariance matrix RT related to the columns of channel
is known. We assume that perfect channel state information of
the communication channel Hcom is available at the TX and
the UE.

The corresponding communication received signal at the
UE can be expressed as

ycom ¼ wH
comHcomxH þ ncom

¼ wH
comHcombF

com
RF F

com
BB scom

þ wH
comHcom bF

rad
RFF

rad
BBsrad þ bF

com
RF Frad

BBsrad þ bF
rad
RFF

com
BB scom

� �
þnc

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
γrad−com

;

ð3Þ

where wcom is the combiner vector for the communication part
of the TX signal, nc is the independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) complex additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) while communication operation takes place, with
nc ∼ CN 0; σ2

n
� �

. In Equation (3), the term γrad−com represents
the interference at the UE for communication operation.

F I GURE 1 A multiple‐input multiple‐output (MIMO) joint radar‐communication (JRC) system with hybrid precoding and radio frequency (RF) selection
framework
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Similarly, the corresponding radar received signal at the TX is
expressed as

yrad ¼ wH
radHradxH þ nrad

¼ wH
radHradbF

rad
RFF

rad
BBsrad

þ wH
radHrad bF

com
RF Fcom

BB scomþbF
com
RF Frad

BBsradþbF
rad
RFF

com
BB scom

� �
þnr

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
γcom−rad

;

ð4Þ

where wrad is the combiner for the radar part of the TX signal,
nr corresponds to the AWGN term when radar operation takes
place, with nc ∼ CN 0; σ2

n
� �

. Note that wrad accounts for the
radar echo signal processing at the TX. In Equation (4), the
term γcom−rad represents the interference at the UE for radar
sensing operation.

In this work, we also consider hardware imperfections that
may arise from one or more sources [34], such as Phase Noise,
Mutual Coupling, RF Hardware Imperfections, and Beam
Squint [13]. To model their effect, we adopt the following
decomposition:

bFRF ¼ FRF þΦ; ð5Þ

where FRF is the ideal analogue beamformer for the commu-
nication operation, and Φ is the noise matrix that captures
hardware imperfections in the analogue circuitry. We have a
similar expression for the radar analogue beamformer.

In addition to designing the optimal precoder matrices, the
aim of the dual function JRC system is to obtain a transmit
beampattern that points to the targets of interest. For each for
the Np targets located at angles ϕi, with i = 1, …, Np, the
transmit beampattern of the radar can be expressed as

BT ϕið Þ ¼ aHT ϕið ÞRTaT ϕið Þ; ð6Þ

where RT 2 CNp�Np being the covariance matrix of the
transmit signal. Designing the transmit radar beampattern
BT(ϕi), in Equation (6), is equivalent to designing the transmit
covariance matrix RT, which is a function of the hybrid pre-
coding matrices, that is, RT ¼ FRFFBB FRFFBBð Þ

H , where FRF,
FBB matrices consist of the digital/analogue communication
and radar components as described above. The sub‐arrayed
MIMO radar beamformer and the diagonal elements of the

optimal radar precoder Fopt
rad consist of vi 2 C

NT
Np�1 elements,

which are composed by the entries of aT(ϕi) ∀i = 1, …, Np,
located at the corresponding slots. The radar covariance matrix

associated with Fopt
rad is Ropt

T ¼ Fopt
rad Fopt

rad

� �H , which corresponds
to a well‐designed and optimal radar beampattern. Next, we
discuss the spectral efficiency maximisation via RF chain se-
lection for the MIMO JRC system with hybrid beamforming
architecture.

3 | SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY
MAXIMISATION

In this section, we describe the rate expressions for both
communications and radar operations while considering hybrid
beamforming at the TX, formulate the spectral efficiency
maximisation problem and present our proposed approach to
select the optimal number of RF chains in an efficient manner
for the MIMO JRC system with hybrid beamforming
architecture.

3.1 | Problem formulation

The information rate for the communications operation can be
expressed as

Rcom ¼ log2 1þ
1

σ2
rad−com þ ζ2com

wH
comHcomFcom

RF F
com
BB

�

� Fcom
BB

HFcom
RF

HHH
comwcom

�

;

ð7Þ

where the terms σ2
rad−com and ζ2com correspond to the radar

interference and hardware distortion during the communica-
tions operation, respectively. The information rate max-
imisation is given by:

max
Fcom
RF Fcom

BB

Rcoms:t: tr Fcom
RF F

com
BB Fcom

BB
HFcom

RF
H� �

≤ Pcom
max ð8Þ

where Pcom
max represents the maximum power budget terms for

communication. Following Ref. [35] for instance, which de-
scribes the waveform design using the radar mutual informa-
tion between the target reflections and target responses, we can
similarly express the information rate for the radar operation as

Rrad ¼ log2 1þ
1

σ2
com−rad þ ζ2rad

wH
radHradFrad

RFF
rad
BB

�

� Frad
BB

HFrad
RF

HHH
radwrad

�

;

ð9Þ

where the terms σ2
com−rad and ζ2rad correspond to the com-

munications interference and hardware distortion during the
radar operation, respectively. In the literature, the radar mutual
information has been described to evaluate the radar perfor-
mance, such as in Ref. [36, 37] where mutual information
between target impulse response and echo/reflected signal is
taken into account, provided there is prior knowledge of the
dual function transmit signal (in the case of JRC) or radar‐only
transmit signal. Furthermore, in the case of JRC systems of
Ref. [38], the radar mutual information is considered be-
tween the signal and target impulse response of radar and
communication signals, while assuming that both radar and
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communication signals partly have common information on
the target. In this paper, as shown in Equation (9), we consider
the radar rate consisting of the TX and UE beamforming
parameters and channel term during radar operation of the
JRC system taking into account the interference from
communication operation and hardware distortion in the JRC
system. The resulting radar rate maximisation is given by:

max
Frad
RFF

rad
BB

Rrads:t: tr Frad
RFF

rad
BBF

rad
BB

HFrad
RF

H
� �

≤ Prad
max ð10Þ

where Prad
max represents the maximum power budget terms for

radar operation.Maximising the expression inEquation (10)with
power constraint corresponds to the radar rate maximisation
while the radar operation of target detection takes place.

The rate maximisation problems can be formulated as a
sparse subset selection ones, by introducing a sparse RF chain
selection diagonal matrix. For example, Scom is the diagonal
selection matrix for communication operation with diagonal
entries from the set {0, 1}. Then, the hybrid beamformer for
communication operation with Scom selection matrix is
expressed as

Fcom ¼ Fcom
RF S

comFcom
BB ; ð11Þ

and similarly, diagonal matrix Srad is used for RF chain selec-
tion procedure in the radar operation. Note that for brevity in
the following, we drop the super index for the selection matrix
and use S for both communications and radar operations.

Then, the information rate expression is given by:

RcomðSÞ ¼ log2 1þ
1

σ2
rad−com þ ζ2com

wH
comHcomFcom

RF SF
com
BB

�

� Fcom
BB

HSFcom
RF

HHH
comwcom

�

ð12Þ

and similarly for the radar rate Rrad(S), it can be expressed as

RradðSÞ ¼ log2 1þ
1

σ2
com−rad þ ζ2rad

wH
radHradFrad

RFSF
rad
BB

�

� Frad
BB

HSFrad
RF

HHH
radwrad

�

:

ð13Þ

Algorithm 1 Proposed RF Selection for
Communication Operation

Input: Hcom, Hrad
Output: Diagonal binary matrix S Imaxð Þ

1: Set κ(0) = 1.
2: for i = 1, 2, …, Imax do

3: Use CVX [41] to solve
max
S

ρcomðSÞ − κði−1Þσ2rad−comðSÞ
� �

s:t: ½S�k;k
2 ½0;1�

where Rcom is approximated using
Equation (14), and σ2rad−com is given in
Equation (17).

4: Approximate Rcom(S
(i)) via Equation (14).

5: Calculate the interference term
σ2rad−com SðiÞ

� �
in Equation (17).

6: Compute κðiÞ ¼ ρcom SðiÞ
� �

=σ2rad−com SðiÞ
� �

.
7: end for

For medium and high impairment and interference noise, it
is expected that the approximation log2(1 + x) ≈ x holds true.
Thus, let us approximate the Rcom expression as:

Rcom ≈
wH

comHcomFcom
RF SF

com
BB Fcom

BB
HSFcom

RF
HHH

comwcom

σ2
rad−com þ ζ2com

; ð14Þ

where the numerator can be written as:

ρcom ≜ wH
comHcomFcom

RF SF
com
BB Fcom

BB
HSFcom

RF
HHH

comwcom

¼ wH
comHcomFcom

RF SF
com
RF

HHH
comwcom;

ð15Þ

given that Fcom
BB Fcom

BB
H ¼ I and S is an idempotent matrix, that

is, SS = S. The denominator σ2
rad−com is given by:

σ2
rad‐com ¼ E wH

comHcom Frad
RFSF

rad
BBsradþF

com
RF SF

rad
BBsrad

��n

þ Frad
RFSF

com
BB scom

�
þn
�
wH

comHcom Frad
RFSF

rad
BBsrad

��

þ Fcom
RF SF

rad
BBsradþF

rad
RFSF

com
BB scom

�
þn
�H
o

ð16Þ

¼ 2wH
comHcomFrad

RFS wH
comHcomFrad

RF

� �H

þ wH
comHcomFcom

RF wH
comHcomFcom

RF

� �H
þ σ2

n

¼ 2wH
comHcomFrad

RFS
ðiÞ Frad

RF

� �HHH
comwcom

þ wH
comHcomFcom

RF S
ðiÞFcom

RF H
H
comwcomþσ2

n;

ð17Þ

given that E scomsHcom
� �

¼ I. For ζ2com, we have that

ζ2com ¼ wH
comHcomΦΦHHH

comwcom: ð18Þ

Similarly for the radar operation, we can write the radar
rate expression as

Rrad ≈
wH

radHradFrad
RFSF

rad
BBF

rad
BB

HSFrad
RF

HHH
radwrad

σ2
com−rad þ ζ2rad

; ð19Þ

where the numerator can be written as
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ρrad ≜ wH
radHradFrad

RFSF
rad
BBF

rad
BB

H
SFrad

RF
H
HH

radwrad

¼ wH
radHradFrad

RFSF
rad
RF

HHH
radwrad;

ð20Þ

given that Frad
BBF

rad
BB

H
¼ I. Similarly for a given E sradsHrad

� �
¼ I,

following above, we can write the denominator term σ2
com−rad

of the radar rate expression as follows:

σ2
com−rad ¼ 2wH

radHradFcom
RF S

ðiÞ Fcom
RF

� �HHH
radwrad

þ wH
radHradFrad

RFS
ðiÞFrad

RFH
H
radwradþσ2

n;
ð21Þ

and

ζ2rad ¼ wH
radHradΦΦHHH

radwrad: ð22Þ

3.2 | Fractional programing

From Equations (14) and (19), it is obvious that the approxi-
mated cost function is fractional. Specifically, for the com-
munications case,

max
S

ρcomðSÞ
σ2
rad−com þ ζ2com

s:t: tr Fcom
RF F

com
BB Fcom

BB
HFcom

RF
H� �

≤ Pcom
max :

ð23Þ

To deal with a fractional cost function, we employ Din-
kelbach (DB) iterations [39], where one iteration of the DB
method solves the following problem:

max
S

ρcomðSÞ − κðiÞσrad−comðSÞ
n o

s:t: ½S�k;k 2 ½0; 1�; ð24Þ

for i = 1, 2, …, Imax, where

κðiÞ ¼ ρði−1Þcom =σði−1Þrad−com; ð25Þ

with κ(0) = 1. The details of the proposed algorithm that solves
(24) are shown in Algorithm 1.

Following the same procedure, the maximisation radar rate
is expressed as

max
S

ρradðSÞ − κðiÞσcom−radðSÞ
n o

s:t: ½S�k;k 2 ½0; 1�; ð26Þ

where similarly, the parameter κ(i) is defined at the previous
iteration [40], that is,

κðiÞ ¼ ρði−1Þrad =σði−1Þcom−rad; ð27Þ

with κ(0) = 1. Equation (26) is solved by Algorithm 2 that
describes the proposed RF selection procedure for the radar
operation. Next, we present the simulation results to evaluate

the effectiveness of the proposed RF selection method for
both communication and radar operations for different
parameter settings.

Algorithm 2 Proposed RF Selection for Radar
Operation

Input: Hcom, Hrad
Output: Diagonal binary matrix S Imaxð Þ

1: Set κ(0) = 1.
2: for i = 1, 2, …, Imax do
3: κðiÞ ¼ ρði−1Þrad =σði−1Þcom−rad
4: Use CVX [41] to solve

max
S

ρradðSÞ − κðiÞσcom−rad
� �

s:t: ½S�k;k
2 ½0;1�

where Rrad is approximated using
Equation (19), and σ2com−rad is given in
Equation (21).

5: Approximate Rrad(S
(i)) via

Equation (19).
6: Calculate the interference term

σ2com−rad SðiÞ
� �

in Equation (21).
7: Compute κðiÞ ¼ ρrad SðiÞ

� �
=σ2com−rad SðiÞ

� �
.

8: end for

4 | SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the numerical results to investigate
the performance of the proposed method and its comparison
with existing baseline methods. We use MATLABTM computer
simulation results to evaluate the performance curves. All the
results are averaged over 500 Monte‐Carlo realisations. Let us
first define the parameters and the system characteristics. We
assume that the TX employs hybrid transmit beamforming
with NT antennas, while the number of RF chains is LT ≤ NT.
Each transmission broadcasts a zero‐mean random Gaussian
vector with s 2 CNR�1 and E ssH

� �
¼ INR. We assume ULAs at

both TX and UE sides and operating over a 28 GHz outdoor
mmWave channel [42]. To focus on the TX performance, we
assume digital combining is performed at the UE, that is, wk is
defined as the kth column of the left orthonormal matrix,
obtained by the singular value decomposition of the channel
matrix H. Default channel parameter settings are shown in
Table 2. Besides, there are three targets for detection operation,
where the angular target locations are chosen randomly for
each realisation.

Baseline Methods: We consider the following baseline JRC
MIMO beamforming (BF) architectures for comparison with
the proposed method:

a). Digital BF: This baseline method considers the con-
ventional fully digital beamforming based MIMO JRC
architecture with ideal rate performance, where the
number of RF chains are same as the number of TX
antennas, that is, LT = NT, such as presented in the
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literature for comparison of hybrid beamforming archi-
tectures [12, 13].

b). Digital BF with communication/radar interference: This
baseline method considers a fully digital architecture with
the impact of communication or radar interference on the
digital precoder. The communication interference occurs
when radar operation takes place and vice‐versa. The
number of RF chains are fixed and equal to the number of
TX antennas.

c). Digital BF with communication/radar interference and
hardware impairments: This baseline method adds up
the impact of hardware impairments on the digital
precoder in addition to the communication or radar
interference. Similar to the above baseline, the radar
interference occurs when communication operation takes
place and vice‐versa. Also there are a fixed number of
RF chains equal to the number of TX antennas, that is,
LT = NT.

d). Hybrid BF with communication/radar interference and
hardware impairments: This baseline method considers
the hybrid beamforming architecture, where the number of
RF chains are fewer than the number of TX antennas. In
this case, the impact of communication or radar interfer-
ence and hardware impairments on the hybrid precoder is
also taken into account. The interference term is depen-
dent on which operation out of the two takes place, that is,
the radar interference occurs when communication oper-
ation takes place and vice‐versa.

Proposed RF Selection Method:

e). Proposed method with communication/radar interference
and hardware impairments: The proposed method con-
siders hybrid precoding architecture with the impact of
communication or radar interference and hardware im-
pairments and with optimal number of RF chains unlike
the fixed RF chain cases of the baseline methods. In the
scope of this paper, we present optimal RF selection
mechanism with hardware impairments and interference
terms taken into account, similar fractional programing‐
based RF chain selection procedures can also be
extended with DAC‐bit selection in JRC systems such as in
Ref. [43].

Convergence Analysis: In Figure 2, we present the
convergence curve of the proposed method for different
signal‐to‐noise ratio (SNR) values. The parameter κ is observed
against the iteration index in the proposed algorithm, and the
convergence performance is checked for different SNR values.
It can be observed that after 3–4 iterations, the proposed DB
solution converges, resulting in an efficient approach for RF
selection in MIMO JRC systems.

TABLE 2 Simulation parameter terms and values

Parameter Value

Carrier frequency 28 GHz

System bandwidth 100 MHz

Delay spread 10 ns

Angle spread 10°

TX Antennas NT 32

UE Antennas NR 8

Fading type Rayleigh fading

Number of subpaths Nm Random per user;Uð0; 15Þ

F I GURE 2 Convergence curve of the proposed method
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Communication Performance: In Figure 3, we present the
communication rate performance versus SNR for the pro-
posed method and compare it with the above mentioned
baseline methods. It can be observed that the proposed RF
chain selection method outperforms baseline approaches (b)–
(d) and performs close to the ideal fully digital beamforming
method, especially at low SNR values. For example, at 30 dB
SNR, the proposed RF chain selection method with hybrid
beamforming outperforms the baseline methods with a fixed
number of RF chains, which are the hybrid BF (with radar
interference and hardware impairments), the digital BF (with

radar interference and hardware impairments) and the digital
BF with radar interference by ≈4 Mbits/s, ≈3 Mbits/s and
≈1 Mbits/s, respectively.

In Figures 4 and 5, we evaluate the communication rate
performance of different algorithms with respect to variation
in noise variance of the hardware impairments and the total
number of available RF chains, respectively. In Figure 4, it can
be observed that the proposed method outperforms baseline
methods (c) and (d) when the impact of hardware impairments
is considered. When the noise variance is 0.1, the proposed RF
selection method outperforms baseline methods (c) and (d)

F I GURE 3 Communication rate versus signal‐to‐noise ratio (SNR), NT = 32 and NR = 8

F I GURE 4 Communication rate versus hardware impairments noise variance, NT = 32 and NR = 8
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by ≈4 Mbits/s and ≈3.9 Mbits/s, respectively. Similarly, in
Figure 5, it can be observed that the proposed RF selection
method outperforms the baseline methods (b), (c) and (d),
which use a fixed number of RF chains, in terms of the
communication rate. The optimal number of RF chains out of
the total available number of RF chains often results into
LoptT ¼ 2 as shown in Figure 5.

Radar Performance: For the MIMO JRC system, we also
observe the radar rate performance with respect to variations
in SNR, hardware impairments noise variance, and the number
of available RF chains in Figures 6–8, respectively. It can be

observed from Figure 6 that the proposed RF selection
method with hybrid beamforming outperforms the baseline
methods in (b)–(d) and exhibits close performance to the
digital BF (ideal) in the low SNR region. Note that for the
radar operation, the impact of communication interference and
hardware impairments is considered. For example, at 30 dB
SNR, the proposed method performs ≈3.5 Mbits/s better than
the baselines (b)–(c) and ≈4.5 Mbits/sec better than the
baseline (d) using hybrid beamforming with a fixed number of
RF chains and considering the impact of communication
interference and hardware impairments.

F I GURE 5 Average number of selected radio frequency (RF) chains for the proposed method and communication rate performance, NT = 32 and NR = 8

F I GURE 6 Radar rate versus signal‐to‐noise ratio (SNR), NT = 32 and NR = 8
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Similarly, in Figure 7, the radar rate of the proposed RF
selection case shows better performance than the baseline
methods in (b)–(d). In Figure 8, again it can be observed
that, the proposed method outperforms the baseline
methods in (b)–(d) when the number of available RF chains
varies. The optimal number of RF chains in the proposed
method comes often as LoptT ¼ 3 or LoptT ¼ 4 as can be
observed from Figure 8. We can infer that out of the
available number of RF chains, the proposed method while
choosing fewer number of RF chains enhances the cost ef-
ficiency and hence lowers power consumption. In addition

the proposed RF selection method also exhibits good spec-
tral efficiency performance outperforming the standard
baseline methods.

Communication‐Radar Trade‐off: We also measure the
trade‐off between the communication rate and radar rate
performance for the proposed approach and different baseline
algorithms. In Figure 9, the variation of communication rate
against radar rate in the scale of Mbits/sec can be observed for
different method. For example, when the communication rate
is ≈12 Mbits/sec, the radar rate is ≈4 Mbits/sec for the
proposed RF selection scenario. However, the baseline

F I GURE 7 Radar rate versus hardware impairments noise variance, NT = 32 and NR = 8

F I GURE 8 Average number of selected radio frequency (RF) chains for the proposed method and radar rate performance, NT = 32 and NR = 8
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algorithms in (b)–(d) with a fixed number of RF chains are not
able to achieve such high spectral efficiency performance gains
as the proposed RF selection method.

5 | CONCLUSION

This paper presents a spectrally efficient method for MIMO
JRC systems with hybrid beamforming architecture. It selects
the optimal number of RF chains while the impact of
communication/radar interference and hardware impairments
is taken into account. Implicitly, selecting only the required
number of RF chains for each channel realisation also en-
hances the cost efficiency of integrated JRC systems. The
proposed method outperforms the baseline methods both in
terms of communication and radar rate values with respect to
variations in different signalling and system parameters. The
impact of interference of one operation to the other and
hardware impairment error on the performance of the pro-
posed method and baseline approaches is also observed. For
instance, at 30 dB SNR, the proposed RF selection method
increases the communication rate performance by ≈40% and
the radar rate performance by ≈ 45% when compared with the
hybrid beamforming baseline with fixed number of RF chains
while also considering the impact of radar interference and
hardware impairments. Future work will include the energy
efficiency maximisation via the RF chain selection procedure in
MIMO JRC systems with hybrid beamforming and low reso-
lution DAC‐based architecture.
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